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NOTES from West Point Grey Neighbourhood Gathering re Heritage & Home Demolition: 
held Wednesday, Nov. 18, 2015 at West Point Grey United Church gymasium, 7 – 9 pm. 
 
Clare Cullen, Chair, welcomed all and gave some background to our group, a “lane-
meeting” arising from the sale of a heritage listed home, one of three side by side on the 
4200 block of West 12th Avenue. The support, particularly from Bette Murphy and Phyllis 
Tyers of the West Point Grey Residents Association, in our endeavours was also 
acknowledged.  Clare touched on many of the issues in our neighbourhood, including 
demolition, empty houses, financial, environmental and community questions, but 
indicated we could focus best this evening by looking particularly at the rate of demolition 
in our neighbourhood: “How we view rapid change together”. Essentially, this meeting 
was intended to be informative and a beginning. 
 
Jan Kidnie thanked everyone in the three blocks of West Twelfth Avenue who responded 
to the survey that she conducted in September, and offered to take the emails of others 
that might also like to be on a contact list. A very important focus for her is about 
neighbourliness and reaching out to newcomers. 
 
Clare proposed a Town Hall format: besides our 2 speakers, there were people in the 
audience from Heritage Vancouver, First Shaughnessy Committee, and Joyce Murray, MP 
for Quadra riding. The area MLA David Eby arrived soon after, and they were all invited to 
speak to the issues.  
 
Takeaways from this evening: We should, in the form of letters or emails, or actual 
discussion  

 Take a look at the 2009 City of Vancouver zoning bylaws and push for amendment. 

 Encourage action on the Heritage Action Plan review, and to include the West Point Grey 

area. 

 Send a representative or two to the December 8 event at C of V that Penny Noble talked 

about. 

 A list of potential contacts, local, provincial and federal, was available as handout.  

At the gathering, there were approximately 120-150 people in the audience, including 
Federal MP, Joyce Murray and Provincial MLA, David Eby. A total of about 60 individuals, 
including those who had given their emails from responding to the September survey, 
members from the West Point Grey Residents Association, as well as others from outside 
the Point Grey area had responded to Clare’s E-Invite.  
 
Caroline Adderson, who has the website Vancouver Vanishes, made a presentation, 
showing photos and giving facts about loss of older and heritage homes in the City. She 
had zero expertise when she started photographing houses and gardens in her 
neighbourhood (she photographs before and after demolition), and made a plea for 
“Sustainability = the Capacity to Endure”. The City of Vancouver talks about being 
greenest city, but she believes this is inconsistent with the rate of home demolitions. Old 
growth wood is 26% stronger than subsequent growths, and was logged and the houses 
built by hand. She spoke of the stories of loggers and those who had created these houses. 
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Meanwhile, the average life of newly built houses is said to be 30 years. Mentioned the 
book ‘How Buildings Learn’ by Stewart Brand. Caroline encouraged people concerned 
about the issues to write letters to Council and even stronger, to attend Council meetings 
and speak. 
 
Elizabeth (Bette) Murphy of the West Point Grey Residents Association believes we need 
incentives (for heritage home/garden preservation) that will improve the neighbourhood 
and keep the house. When West Point Grey participated in the City of Vancouver CityPlan 
Community Vision process, there was high community support through a neighbourhood-
wide survey for retention of character. This was approved by City Council in 2010.  
 
However, in 2009 the single family zoning rules changed and made it preferable/easier 
for new-builds, with more square footage, height, and allowing laneway housing. She 
touched on options, e.g., there are some RT7 and RT8 zones in Kits (North of Broadway) 
where there is less demolition and landscaping retention is greater. Pointed out that 
housing there is not all that different from West Point Grey neighbourhoods. Some 
aspects of these zones, such as how they have lower outright size and more conditional 
development options if the character house is renovated and retained, could be helpful in 
WPG. 
 
Bette reviewed briefly the Heritage Action Plan in WPG (see 5 page written 
communications by the WPGRA earlier this year with the City: their link wpgra.ca).  
Unfortunately, WPG is not included in the first phase of the Character House Zoning 
Review.  We need to ask the city to be included. The City needs to accept that we need 
tools to increase retention and to make renovation easier and less bureaucratic. Can the 
federal government do something via Capital Gains? The Feds could also reinstate the 
RRAP program. 
 
Questions from the floor were encouraged, and many spoke to their own experience. The 
following were particular points: 
 

 Recycling of old growth wood particularly difficult, and a ‘labour of love’, in that much of it 

becomes very brittle and there is no market for salvage of much of it. Too expensive and 

labour intensive to do so.  

 A plea was made for saving smaller well-built houses, not just large homes.  

 Bette spoke of her experience renovating old houses. The wood in these buildings is very 

fine quality first growth Douglas fir. She had milled beams from a basement that were 

replaced into fine woodwork and trim. Even joists are still straight and strong in 100-year 

old homes, in full dimension clear fir. Beautiful wood; Retaining smaller houses on larger 

lots may be a challenge, but there are options that work. 

 Caroline Adderson said we should try to steer new builders towards buying homes of 

lesser heritage value. 
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 Terri Clark spoke of her heritage renovation of a CBK Van Norman house with 12 foot 

cedar planks that they were able to re-use. She is also concerned with loss of bird habitat 

in the City with all the new construction. 

 A call from the audience about empty houses and why is there no residence requirement 

in place? 

 MP Joyce Murray spoke at this point, as the question was asked how much is a Federal 

issue.  JM says we need research and facts: she referenced her recent breakfast meeting 

(for constituents) that Professor David Ley spoke at – he says there are solutions from 

other countries that can be applied here. She stressed a “research based approach”. There 

is no silver bullet, this is a complex issue that will take work from all three levels of 

government. Who is responsible for a residency requirement?  

 David Eby, MLA, took the mike. He said fintrac data from the Feds is key to this question. 

Housing has become a financial instrument and risk hedge. Eby is working with people at 

UBC on this; he said we need data. He thinks we can target behaviours. He said we also 

need to have more people (e.g. from Asia, people who are investing in real estate) to come 

and be part of the discussion, noting that almost all of our audience was of the same 

ethnicity (Caucasian) and not fully representative of the actual population of this 

neighbourhood.  

 In response to Reva Dexter’s questions, Caroline touched on the possible incentives for 

registering (heritage) houses, and whether trees can be registered? Betty spoke about the 

Heritage Registry and said that houses listed are not protected until the owner designates 

it on land title through a Heritage Revitalization Application (HRA), which is a very 

onerous process. It also can only be applied for by the property owner so no one can be 

forced to fully designate their property.  

 Javier Campos, president of Heritage Vancouver Society, says we need to preserve, but we 

also need to understand walkability, density, etc., what are our priorities? We need to look 

forward as well as back. 

 A woman from Upper Kits said the 2009 City bylaws do not encourage densification in a 

positive way, and mentioned ‘fewer trees’.  A plea was made for 2009 zoning changes to be 

reversed, for design guidelines, and for further incentives to prevent demolition with such 

large new houses, with huge FSR and height.  

 Bette added that ‘no one size fits all’ and the idea is not to freeze time, but to adapt existing 

character homes for current needs and uses. 

 Penny Noble, of Heritage Vancouver Society, also a school board trustee, mentioned the 

Heritage Action Plan, and said the City needs to hear from you. Representatives (of 
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groups/associations, not individuals) can give input at a meeting on December 8. Topics 

include Heritage Register, Character House Zoning Review.  

 Penny also recommended we sign up for Talk Vancouver on the City website; 

www.talkvancouver.com.  

 Realtor Anthea Hewitt said realtors have no say, and $ talks when people are selling their 

homes. 

 Someone from the First Shaughnessy group said we need to rally at C of V and insist on 

change! 

 Question was asked, what can we do to save a house from demolition, particularly if it is 

not our own house, but that of a neighbor? The dilemma for us. 

 Manfred said we should have a ‘swap houses’ system in place (where a home of little or no 

character is swapped with a home of character). 

 Caroline recommends we take a picture of 4255 West 12 Avenue and tell the City we want 

to save this house! She told the story of Jack Wood the builder of two castle-style homes in 

Dunbar, both now demolished, and her conversation with the developer. We need to speak 

with developers, engage with them on this effort. 

 A man spoke of nuisance factors of having construction sites on your block (long hours of 

noise, often working on Sundays, unsafe work sites, shortage of inspectors, pile up of 

waste materials, etc.). 

 A woman spoke about how long the house building takes, and that 7 of the 25 houses on 

her block are empty, both of which reduce the sense of community, 

 A man from Richmond said that people are becoming more pro-active in Richmond, he has 

concern that some of the newly built large houses will become slums if there is a market 

down-turn; tell the politicians to ‘do their jobs!’ regarding foreign money invested. 

 A man said we need to tell C of V to reverse and fix the 2009 (rezoning) rules. 

 Angus, living in a house built in1928 at 22nd Avenue and Highbury, spoke of painting his 

house, and how residents were happy to see him painting/maintaining his house. A 

woman added that people who had lived in her older home came by and were surprised 

and happy to see that the house was still there. 

 
Clare strongly urged residents to individually become proactive, to write letters, send 
emails, and even better, to speak at council meetings to keep our concerns afloat.  
 
Meeting adjourned before 9 pm to allow people to mingle and talk.  


